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TRINITY and TRUTH
The Spirit of truth will guide you into all the truth. John 16:1

Today is Trinity Sunday. Yet the readings this morning are not about the Trinity
but about wisdom and understanding in Proverbs and all about truth in John
16:13. Why are there no references in the Bible about the Trinity and so many
references about truth in the Gospel according to St John? And why is the Trinity
so prominent in the Westminster Confession, the basis of doctrine for
Presbyterianism? Isn’t the Bible the real source of our faith? What does truth
mean in our text? Let us answer these questions one by one.

What is the Trinity? It is an attempt by the church fathers and theologians to
systematize what the Bible says about the three elements of the Godhead: God,
the Father; God, the Son; God, the Holy Spirit. In other words the Trinity is
solidly grounded in Scripture. It brings together what is already there separately.
Yet the sum is more than the parts. Looking at the parts separately may help us
to discover why they need one another to make a whole.

First: God the Father. Chapter two of the Westminster Confession is all about
God. God, it says, is infinite, in being and perfection. A most pure spirit, invisible
without body, parts or passions, immutable, immense, eternal, incomprehensible,
almighty, most wise, most holy, most free, most absolute, working all things
according to the council of his own immutable and most righteous will. And
then it goes on to say that ‘God is also, most loving, gracious, merciful,
long-suffering, forgiving inequity, transgression and sin.’

Let me put it all in my own, sociological, terms: God represents order as distinct
from existential disorder. By transcending time and place God disconnects from
disorder but remains relevant through contrasting the beliefs and values which
integrate man and society with the ones that diminish, even destroy integrity.
He does that by encouraging those values that strengthen solidarity in its various
forms, such as humility, self-denial, discipline, altruism and love. Yet he is also
‘authority’, who by means of reciprocal loyalty and faith reinforces stability.
Thanks to his transcendence God can also insist on change, when that fits with
his plan for the world.

Second: God the Son. Jesus Christ, according to the Westminster Confession,
took upon himself human nature. God is all things humans are not. We are not
immortal, we are not all wise, we are not omniscient, and we are not all powerful.
Therefore Jesus became the bridge, or ‘mediator’, as the confession calls him,
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between the divine and the human. Jesus showed how God the Father expected
humans to actually live. God’s nature is expressed in Jesus.

Jesus therefore is the concretization of God who is invisible, immortal, infinite
etc. Jesus showed concretely what God’s intentions were for actual living in an
inhospitable, imperfect, sinful world. In Jesus God showed how values and
belief sustain culture and society beyond the life spans and instincts of
individuals. Jesus also put his own life on the line to maintain his integrity, as
God’s representative, and exemplified through crucifixion and resurrection that
the fullness of life is much more than physical survival.

Third: God, the Holy Spirit. Without the Holy Spirit the beliefs and values just
mentioned would not be very effective. Commitment, loyalty, dedication, or as
the Bible calls it, faith, are crucial for the implementation of these beliefs and
values. Emotions and feeling are essential for the maintenance of social fabric.
The Holy Spirit oils the social and cultural machinery. Without the Holy Spirit
the relationships with God the Father and God the Son would be dull, dry and
cold rather than personal, trusting and warm.

This is not all. The Holy Spirit also reconciles and restores what has to be repaired
either for the sanity and health of the individual or for the relationship with
one’s society or one’s social group. Conflicting demands may cause the kinds of
stress that prayer, meditation and the Holy Spirit behind them may mitigate.
Love, inspired by the Holy Spirit, binds people and groups and, above all,
strengthens one’s well-being and sense of identity.

The Trinity is a unity, in which God the Father, God the Son and God, the Holy
Spirit is distinct. Yet together they are necessary for salvation, holiness, or whole
making. Integrity is a concept close to what is meant by salvation. Calvin in his
sermon on the character of Job prefers the concept of integrity to perfection. It
is closer to the original Hebrew, he says. It is also a pivotal term if one wants to
link theology to the social sciences.

As you may remember from the beginning of this sermon, another of today’s
puzzles has to do with finding an answer to our question as to what the Trinity
has to do with truth. After all to us truth has little to do with feeling, loyalty
and faith and a lot with thinking and thought. We are trained to associate truth
with the correct analysis of reality. Certainly that is the way ‘truth’ is used in
my sociological profession. Truth is understanding what lies behind the
phenomena, what the reality is behind what appears, what the truth of it all is.
Truth has a lot to do with logic, reason, evidence.

Yet that is not the way ‘truth’ is used in the Bible. In the Old Testament, for
instance in Exodus 34:6, God is called ‘true.’ Psalm 31:5 calls God, the God of
truth. And the Hebrew word for truth has nothing to do with the analysis of
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reality and almost everything to do with steadiness, reliability, stability,
equilibrium, immutability, solidity, being moored, and anchored.

And it is in this sense that not just Christianity, but all religions deal with truth.
By means of the truth they provide the confines, the contour, and the reliable
parameter of living. To them existence is more than chaos. It lies beyond the
arbitrary and the whimsical. It deals with a deep understanding, a wideness that
straddles both problems and capacity to cope with them through providing
contour, furnishing the context. And in this provision of context, God is number
one. He is immutability, steadiness and order par excellence.

But then these values and concepts tend to become so general that they need
application to be effective. And that’s why, not only in our religion, but also,
for instance, in Buddhism the divine is concretized. It comes to earth in the
Buddha and the followers of Buddha. And in our case and particularly in the
Old Testament it is concretized in the Messiah, God becoming human.
Abstractions and ideals cannot be appropriated easily unless we can see and
judge their effect. So in the second person of the Trinity, in Jesus Christ, the
divine is personified. Or as John (14:6) has it: Jesus is the way, the truth and
the life.

In Jesus Christ then we recognize the elements of salvation to make us whole.
Jesus was humble, Jesus was the mediator between God and man, and above
all, Jesus was self-denying. He sacrificed himself on the Cross so that we could
have life everlasting, so that our sins could be forgiven. But that’s not enough
to fill in the context and the contour of existence. It is not enough to realise or
to be aware of God’s almightiness, God’s majesty, God’s greatness, God’s creation.
It’s not enough just to know that Jesus was humble and that Jesus was
self-sacrificing and self denying, that he died on the cross and rose again on the
third day.

There is also the emotional element. There is also the element of being engaged,
the element of loyalty, the element of feeling, the element of emotion and that’s
what the Holy Spirit is all about. That’s why God sent the Holy Spirit. In the
Holy Spirit the non-rational element of man is addressed. Our wholeness is better
served by our commitments than by our knowledge alone. Love, loyalty and
commitment add to our life an extra which plain reason, plain logical calculation
or just economic security cannot provide.

Therefore the Trinity is a whole, a whole of elements that together provide us
with the context of living. The emphasis is on understanding and on truth. Yet
it is the Biblical sense of truth, not the one that is found through reason and
logic, but through encountering Jesus, as the Holy Spirit guides us. The Holy
Spirit lifts us above the rational, explains and elaborates all the elements that
go into the Trinity. It connects us with all the things I have just mentioned,
values and feelings.
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Our society usually understands truth to mean correctness. It is the Greek
influence in our culture which leads to this kind of understanding. Yet quite
frankly if it hadn’t been for this kind of truth, we would be all the poorer for
it. We need the strictness and the logic and the consistency of Plato, for instance,
or Aristotle, or Socrates. We need fifth-century BC Athens to make sure that we
don’t make mistakes in our practical interpretation of what life is all about, of
what the earth is all about, of what the stars are all about, of what the planets
are all about.

Yet we also need the other kind of truth the Bible mentions. In the Old Testament
truth does not mean logical consistency, it doesn’t mean proof, it doesn’t mean
evidence. It means strength. It means reliability. God’s truth is God’s reliability.

That is also true for the New Testament. Particularly in the Gospel of John there
are more than fifty references to truth. John regarded himself as a Greek speaking
missionary to the Greek civilisation. Therefore he used Greek words like ‘alathea’,
the Greek word for truth. Yet he filled the concept with biblical content. He
used it to mean God’s reliability, God’s goodness, God’s steadfastness.

Next door has a dog. He is not at all disciplined. Again and again he burrows
underneath the fence specially erected for him and then chases all the kangaroos
on the property. His owner treats him as her child and feels that befouling our
lawn and swimming in our pond is quite OK. One night I had a dream that the
pond was frozen and that the dog was confidently walking on it. But at the end
the ice was not thick enough to carry the dog and he fell in.

God’s truth in the Bible is God helping us to walk on ice that is strong, that can
hold human beings. God is never the one that lets us skate on thin ice because
he protects us. Through faith we are part of God’s Kingdom. He provides us
with the rock rather than the sand on which we can build our integrity. God is,
as it were, the rock of our foundation not the sand. Yet we may be encountered
and embraced and enveloped by things that remind us more of sand than of
rock, or thin ice rather than thick ice.

In today’s society there are many options. We can go in many directions, adopt
many fake commitments. We have the freedom to be enthusiastic about trivial
little things displacing the all-encompassing, comprehensive commitment, loyalty
and faith that the Bible is talking about. In this life of ours, with all the various
options and various big and little commitments, the commitments to money
making or to power or commitments to sex or all the other things that can make
commitment so piece-meal and so partial, God directs us to something that is
more stable, that is beyond the world: a direction for our commitment, a direction
for our loyalty that transcends all these other loyalties.

God’s truth consists in providing us with broadness of mind, broadness of vision.
Our text for today implicitly contrasts the Greek emphasis on reason, on logic,
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or rationality with the Biblical truth of God’s stability, God’s reliability, God’s
greatness. We need both Athens and Jerusalem. The vitality of our culture is
closely related to the separate and distinct contributions reason and faith make.

Our culture is held together by opposing forces, truth as interpreted by our
Greek heritage and truth as interpreted by the Bible. Yet the Bible also talks
about reconciliation between these opposing forces. It maintains that Jesus Christ
is the reconciler, that Jesus Christ is the mediator. It maintains that through
Jesus and the truth of the Holy Spirit we are made free. It is a truth that liberates
because it is anchored in our emotions, in our loves, in our commitment and in
our faith. And this is what makes us whole.

Jesus Christ represents salvation to those of us who are lost in the jumble and
the jungle of life, lost in the many options, in the many competing commitments
and loyalties. Jesus Christ single-mindedly focuses our attention on the rock of
our salvation and we happily respond because we know that we can be saved
only by faith as we read today in Romans 5:1.

This is the message I want to leave with you. Truth is not just logical truth; it
is not just the outcome of evidence and proof, of cause and effect. Truth as it is
used in our text is relying on God who in turn is reliance, immutability and
eternity personified. God is beyond us and yet, in Jesus, also with us. It is the
Holy Spirit that binds us to God’s truth and anchors us to the rock of His
salvation. Therefore we glorify God. He shelters us under His everlasting wings
and does not leave us to our own devices. And in the process of glorifying His
holy name we may, as a by-product, find ourselves.
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